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15th November 2017 

 
 
 
09.00 

 

Registration 
 
“Alexandru & Aristia Aman” Public Library County Dolj, Main Hall, 
Aman Building 

 
 
 
 
09.30 - 
09.40 

 

Official Opening of the Conference 
Welcome Speeches 

 
Venue: “Biblioteca Exilului Românesc din Paris – Basarab Nicolescu” 
Hall 
 
Lucian Dindirică, Ph.D., Manager “Alexandru & Aristia Aman” 
Public Library County Dolj, Romania. 

 
 
 
 
09.45 - 
11.05 

 

Session I 
Keynote Speakers 

 
Chair: Oana Andreia Sâmbrian, Ph.D. 

Venue: “Biblioteca Exilului Românesc din Paris – Basarab Nicolescu” 

Hall 

Prof. Magdalena de Pazzis PI CORRALES, Ph.D., University 

Complutense de Madrid, Faculty of Geography and History, Spain – 

The Repercussions of the Lutheran Reform in the Hispanic Monarchy 

(XVIth and XVIIth Century); 

Lect. Silvia-Alexandra ȘTEFAN, Ph.D., University of Bucharest, 

Romania - The “sin” of “atreverse a traduzir a nuestra habla” in 

Fernando de Herrera’s Poetics; 
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Res. Oana Andreia SÂMBRIAN, Ph.D., “C.S. Nicolăescu-Plopșor” 

Institute for Social Studies and Humanities, Romania – Spanish 

Information about the Protestant Reformation in Transylvania; 

Assoc. Prof. Javier ESPEJO SURÓS, Ph.D., Université Catholique de 

l’Ouest (Angers) / Centre d'Études Supérieures de la Renaissance 

(Tours), France – Luther and the “Problem of Spain”. 

11.05 - 
11.20 

Coffee Break 

 
 
 
 
11.20 - 
13.00 

 

Session II 
Keynote Speakers 

 
Prof. Radu CARP, Ph.D., Faculty of Political Science, University of 

Bucharest, Romania – The Reform and Temptation of Desecularization 

– Political, Economic and Social Consequences; 

 

Assoc. Prof. Constantin ITTU, Ph.D., “Lucian Blaga” University, 

Sibiu, Romania – Hebrew Words and Expressions in a 16th Century 

Transylvanian Romanian Religious Book: “Palia de la Orăștie” (1582); 

Fr. Assoc. Prof. Adrian BOLDIŞOR, Ph.D., University of Craiova, 

Faculty of Orthodox Theology & Fr. Lect. Ioniţă APOSTOLACHE, 

Ph.D., University of Craiova, Faculty of Orthodox Theology, Romania 

– Confessions of Faith in Orthodoxy and Protestantism; 

Res. Gudrun-Liane ITTU, Ph.D., Library of “Lucian Blaga” University 

of Sibiu, Romania – From Lutheran “Iconic-Iconoclasm” to the 

Iconographic Program of Counter-Reformation; 

 

Lucian DINDIRICĂ, Ph.D., University of Craiova, Faculty of Social 

Sciences / Manager of “Alexandru & Aristia Aman” Public Library 

County Dolj, Romania – Martin Luther – 500 Years after the 

Reformation; 
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Mystic in the Syriac Theology” (2013), “The Orthodox Apologetic – Confession 

and Apostleship” (2017), “Spiritual Words, Peoples and Places from the 
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University of Vienna ; 12 universities from Central and Eastern Europe are 

part of this network (2012 -). Visiting Professor: University Matej Bel of 
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Sozialethik, Universität Wien (2015); Trnava University (2014); Umea 
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1999 until 2015, when she went into retirement, she was Researcher at the 

Institute for Social Studies and the Humanities of the Romanian Academy, 
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ABSTRACTS 

 

Confessions of Faith in Orthodoxy and Protestantism 

 

Adrian BOLDIŞOR, Ph.D. & Ioniţă APOSTOLACHE, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor/Lecturer, University of Craiova, Faculty of Orthodox 

Theology – Romania 
adi_boldisor@yahoo.com/ nutuapostolache@yahoo.com 

 

Abstract 

The confession of faith is extremely important for the life of the 

Christian Church. Confessions of faith are essentially the certification of 

ecclesiastic life and the argumentation of a very important dynamic. In his 

introduction to Ecclesiastic History, Eusebius of Caesarea, the first historian 

of the Patristic Age, speaks about the “succession from the Saints Apostles”. 

In this respect, he refers to the “linear succession of the bishops of the 

Church through their predecessors until the Twelve Apostles from the 

beginning”. Therefore, in the Orthodox way of thinking, we understand that 

there is a fulfilment of faith based on the tradition of the Church. Moreover, 

we can discover this existential reality of faith in the confessions of the 

Church over the centuries. Our present research aims at finding a historical 

link between the Orthodox Confession of Faith and the Protestant 

Confessions. We will try to demonstrate the importance of continuity in the 

act of preaching the doctrine. On the other hand, from the Protestant point 

of view, there are many problems to be discussed regarding the dogmatic, 

liturgical and biblical content.   

Keywords: confession of faith, ecclesiastic history, Christian Church, 

Orthodoxy, Protestantism. 
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The Reform and Temptation of Desecularization – Political, 

Economic and Social Consequences  

Radu CARP, Ph.D. 
Faculty of Political Science, University of Bucharest, Romania 

radu.carp@fspub.unibuc.ro 
 
Abstract 

Luther’s reform was not only a religious movement, of Church 
reformation, but also a movement that aimed at unshackling the 
individuals’ energies, which eventually gave rise to modernity. The 
separation of powers, tolerance, religious freedom – all these ideas are 
inspired by the Reform and the study of this interdependence is further 
analysed in the present paper. The confession generated by the Reform, i.e. 
Protestantism, presents the mildest traits of secularization from the overall 
Christian confessions. Neo-Protestant movements expand rapidly in China, 
Africa or South America. Their success is owed to the concrete answers they 
provide to social problems, as well as to their adaptability to local problems: 
in poor communities the virtue of prosperity is emphasised, whereas in rich 
communities the virtue of charity is accentuated. This paper deals 
comparatively with secularization within the frame of Christian 
confessions, in order to find an answer to why Protestantism presents the 
respective traits. Max Weber’s theory according to which Protestantism has 
led to the birth of capitalism is no longer accepted in social sciences: market 
economy has preceded Protestantism in Europe, above all in the 
Mediterranean region, and, currently, globalisation determines that a 
certain economic morality and the borders of a state do not overlap, save in 
exceptional cases. In order to study the validity of Weber’s theory, a 
sociologist of religions such as Peter Berger has had to inquire into countries 
like Guatemala, where the impact of Protestantism is both social and 
economic, instead of merely economic: the increase in the number of 
volunteers and their involvement in the management of social problems 
takes place in parallel with the reduction of unemployment and the increase 
in revenue in the communities that switched from Catholicism to 
Protestantism. This paper aims at identifying the reasons due to which a 
community or a state comes closer to or departs from the Weberian model.   

Keywords: desecularization, Protestantism, Weber’s theory. 
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Martin Luther – 500 Years after the Reformation 

 

Lucian DINDIRICĂ, Ph.D. 

Manager of “Alexandru & Aristia Aman” Public Library County Dolj / 

University of Craiova – Romania 

lucian.dindirica@yahoo.com 

 

Abstract 

     The 16th century Protestant Reformation was the shock that shook not 

only the Western Church from its foundations, but also Christianity as a 

whole. In his attempt to alter the Roman-Catholic Church internally, an 

Augustinian German monk brought about an irreversible change in the 

ecclesiastic life that was subordinated to the Pope in Rome. Martin Luther 

wished nothing but a minor reformation of the Papal practices in respect of 

indulgences, but succeeded instead in causing a split of the Roman Church, 

with the support of the German princes, which remains visible to the 

present day. 500 years after the issuing of the ninety-five theses which were 

nailed to the door of the Castle Church in Wittenberg, in the Christian space 

of the Holy Roman Empire (Sacrum Romanum Imperium) – that became the 

Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation (Sacrum Romanum Imperium 

Nationis Germanicae) in 1512 – we have a new Christian church that bears 

the name of its founder, i.e. the Lutheran Church.  

 

Keywords: Protestant Reformation, Martin Luther, Lutheran Church. 
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Hebrew Words and Expressions in a 16th Century Transylvanian 

Romanian Religious Book: “Palia de la Orăștie” (1582) 

 

Constantin ITTU, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, “Lucian Blaga” University, Sibiu – Romania 

constantinittu@yahoo.co.uk 
 

Abstract 

“Palia de la Orăstie”, which was printed on July 14th, 1582 in Orăștie, 

Transylvania, is the first attempt to translate the Bible into Romanian. The 

book is regarded as being a result of the Calvin influences on the Romanian 

Orthodox population in Transylvania. Palia is a landmark for religious 

literature in the Romanian language; it includes only the translation of the 

first two books in the Bible, Genesis and Exodus. Despite the fact that, in 

Introduction, the translators said that the translation was made from 

Hebrew, Greek and Slavonic, in fact the work was made after the Hungarian 

text of Pentateuch, edited by Gaspar Heltai at Cluj in 1551. For this reason, 

the Hebrew words and expressions do not come from a Hebrew original 

version, but from the Hungarian 1551 Pentateuch which has kept unchanged 

some Hebrew expressions. 

Keywords: Palia, Orăștie, Transylvania, 16th century old books, medieval 

Romanian literature. 
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From Lutheran “Iconic-Iconoclasm” to the Iconographic Program 

of Counter-Reformation 

 

Gudrun-Liane ITTU, Ph.D. 
Researcher, Library of “Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu – Romania 

gudrunittu@yahoo.de 
 

Abstract 

It is almost a truism that the Lutheran Reformation represents a 

milestone in European history. Thanks to it, dogmas and practices 

considered immovable for centuries were relinquished, thus making 

possible the advent of Enlightenment, an epoch whose main concern was 

individual liberty. Despite numerous positive changes concerning religion 

and culture, the Reformation caused heavy losses to the thesaurus of 

Catholic art due to its iconoclastic or quasi iconoclastic attitude. The 

Transylvanian Saxons adopted the Reform in the mid-16th century. Despite 

the fact that there is no evidence of spontaneous or ritualistic destruction 

of ecclesiastical art works, a lot of them were transformed in accordance 

with the new dogma, no longer used or used only for the materials they 

were manufactured from. Consequently, the frescoes were painted over, the 

vasa sacra partially melted for the precious materials they were made of, 

some altar panels became doors and so on. The paper aims at analysing 

some of these examples, as well as the evolution of Transylvanian Saxon’s 

plastic art from Reform until the 18th century, when the iconographic 

program of Counter-Reformation was implemented by the House of 

Habsburg. 

Keywords: Luther, Reformation, ecclesiastic art, destruction, Counter-

Reformation. 
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The Repercussions of the Lutheran Reform in the Hispanic 

Monarchy (XVIth and XVIIth Century) 

 

Magdalena de Pazzis PI CORRALES, Ph.D. 
Professor, University Complutense de Madrid, Faculty of Geography and 

History – Spain 
magdalenadepazzis@ghis.ucm.es 

 

Abstract 

The Reformation of Luther was a new religious panorama in the Europe 

of then and in the following centuries. In the case of Spain, it had a direct 

impact on different manifestations and attitudes, both political and 

spiritual: prohibitions of books, cars of faith, repressions against Erasmians 

and illuminated, very critical of the Catholic Church, extreme popular 

manifestations. These and some other questions are those that I intend to 

show in my speech 

Keywords: Lutheran Reform, Hispanic Monarchy, Catholic Church. 
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Spanish Information about the Protestant Reformation in 

Transylvania 

 

Oana Andreia SÂMBRIAN, Ph.D. 
Researcher, “C.S. Nicolăescu-Plopșor” Institute for Social Studies and 

Humanities – Romania 
oana.sambrian@gmail.com 

 

Abstract 

Our paper focuses on the analysis of several historical sources, such as 

the “relaciones de sucesos” published during 1618-1648, or Francisco de 

Quevedo’s political works, all of them showing a common image for the 

Protestant Transylvania and her Calvinist prince, Gabriel Bethlen, 

associated in particular to the betrayal of the friendship between Spain and 

Transylvania from the previous century. Through our analysis we aim at 

determining the Spanish patterns that led to a particular understanding of 

the effects of Reformation. 

Keywords: Reformation, Transylvania, Spain, heresy, alterity, image. 
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Luther and the “Problem of Spain” 

 

Javier ESPEJO SURÓS, Ph.D. 

Associated Professor, Université Catholique de l’Ouest (Angers) / 

Centre d'Études Supérieures de la Renaissance (Tours) - France 

espejosuros.javier@gmail.com 

 

Abstract 

The “Problem of Spain”, a historiographical category that designates the 

intellectual debate about the Spanish national identity that emerged with 

Regenerationism at the end of the nineteenth century, is made up of a 

number of constants (Republic or Monarchy, periphery nationalisms, the 

Separation of State and Religion, among others). We want to highlight here 

the interest of the Lutheran question over the centuries in the debate about 

what the “being of the Spaniards” is.  

Keywords: “Problem of Spain”, Luther.  
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The “sin” of  “atreverse a traduzir a nuestra habla” in Fernando de 

Herrera’s Poetics 

 

Silvia-Alexandra ȘTEFAN, Ph.D. 
Lecturer, University of Bucharest – Romania 

silvia.stefan@lls.unibuc.ro 
 

Abstract 

The debates surrounding the “questione della lingua” develop on 

various plans during the age prior to the publication of Herrera’s 

“Anotaciones a la poesía de Garcilaso”, having arisen on the European 

scenery of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation clashes. Clerical 

polemics concerning knowledge spreading to the large public by means of 

the gradual renunciation of Latin and acceptation of different variants 

translated into the common spoken language include a whole dialectics 

related to the divulgation of sacred texts versus maintaining knowledge in 

a language which is unintelligible to everybody. With regards to translation, 

Herrera himself considers it to be a gross violation of the nature of each 

language. Nevertheless, at the same time, “aunque es osadía desesperada 

atreverse a traduzillos” [H-166/As.455], he engages in massively and 

generously translating the Greek and Latin authors he suggests as models 

for imitation. The current paper aims at analysing the way Herrera’s 

reflexions on translations in his “Anotaciones” reflects the clerical polemics 

of his period. 

Keywords: Reformation and Counter-Reformation, Fernando de Herrera, 

Anotaciones, imitation, translation. 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


